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      The background of the research is the mastering of basic techniques in badminton; short service 
backhand, long service forehand, lob, and smash that have not good enough and no model for basic 
technique badminton based on audio visual media for specially given for beginner athlete  in cirebon 
regency, specially for the male beginner athletes. The purpose of the research are to implement and 
knowing the results need analysis and develop the early product, implement and knowing the expert and 
field test, and carry out of product effectivity for knowing the result of model effectivity test for the 
exercise of badminton basic techniques based on audio visual for the beginner male in athlete in the 
badminton club in Cirebon Regency.  
     This study is research and development. This research model is adapted from the Borg & Gall 
development model. The research and development steps undertaken in Borg & Gall are: (1) research and 
data collection, (2) planning, (3) Develop Preliminary Form Product, (4) Preliminary Field Testing, ( 5) 
Main Product Revision , (6) Main Field Testing, (7) Operational Product Revision, (8) Operational Field 
Testing, (9) Final Product Revision,(10) Dissemination And Implementation. 
      First Step, The development of video product based visual audio for the basic technique badminton 
exercise, the technique short service backhand, long service forehand, lob, and smash technique. Second 
Step is product test. The first step is is the expert test with the one badminton expert with 20 question and 
one expert of audio visual media with 25 question with the quality result of the material expert product 
with the average score 4,55 “ very good” categories.and the quality media expert product with the average 
score 4’14 “good” categories, can be intrepetation that the product can be tested in the next step. The test 
with small group with 7 subject and test with big group with 15 use instrument for 25 questions. The 
result test of small group  with average 4,19 score, “the best categories”, test of big group with average 
4,39 score “the best categories”. Third step is the product effectivity test with comparation two group, 
treatment groups and konvensional group with use pre test and post test desain. The different mark for the 
each groups based on the test are; different amount mark of experiment group test 14,86 short service 
backhand, 16,60 long servis forehand, lob 18,33, smash 16,26 and control group 2,20 short servis 
backhand, 17,00 long servis forehand, lob 12,80, smash 7,20. As the last conclusion is that product have 
proved effectively to increase the skill of badminton basic techniques for the beginner male athlete in the 
Cirebon regency. 
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